# Knowledge Base of vpsFree.org

## Information

### vpsFree.org
- About vpsFree.cz
- Information for New Members
- Frequently Asked Questions
- Communication Channels
- Get Support
- How to Write to Our Support
- Bug Reports & Ideas
- Members
- Membership Fees

### Technical Information
- What Do I Get as a Member?
- Infrastructure
- Virtualization platform
  - Deprecated OpenVZ Legacy
- What Not to Do on a VPS
- IP Address Ranges
- Internal Address Plan
- Projects
- Administrators

### Basics
- Getting started?
- How can I get my own VPS?
- What distribution to use?

## Manuals

### VPS
- vpsAdmin
- VPS Management
- VPS Disks, NAS and Backups
  - Exports of datasets and snapshots
  - Backups, restoration and downloads
- Environments
- Playground (testing) VPS
- Remote Console
- IP addresses
- Network Traffic
- User account settings
- Reverse DNS
- VPS recovery
- API

### Administration and deployment
- Terraform

### Server services
- MailServers
  - Postfix

### Distributions
- Linux Distributions
  - NixOS
vpsAdminOS

- About vpsAdminOS

OpenVZ Legacy

- How to repair broken VPS
- Using KVM

Others

- Navigace (později bude jako postranní panel)
- Zapomenuté a nefunkční linky na kb